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ABSTRACT

Microsatellites or simple sequence repeats (SSRs) are sequences in which one or a few bases are tandemly repeated
ranging from 1-6 base pair long units. They are functioned as important molecular markers for genetic diversity, linkage
mapping and molecular breeding. Coconut, date palm, and oil palm are cultivated commercially in India and the bioinformatics
predictions of microsatellites in these palms are of having importance in crop improvement. A total of 22,76,863 filtered
reads of 917 Mb of partial coconut genomic sequences were generated through 454 sequencing. We have adopted
Anvaya pipeline for sequence processing in which Seqclean and CAP3 tools were connected for the preliminary sequence
cleaning for sequence contamination and assembly of coconut partial genome sequences. These sequences were used as
input for the succeeding SSR mining processes. SSRs were located in the sequences by using microsatellite identification
tool, MISA. In coconut, a total of 27,964 SSRs were detected in 24,960 sequences after screening the mono repeats. The
microsatellites were occurred with an average of one SSR/17.4 Kb in coconut. Di-nucleotide repeats were found to be
abundant in coconut (69.02%) followed by tri-(22.89%) and tetra-(5.48%) repeats, respectively. Among the di-type
repeats AT/TA/AG/GA repeats contributed around 42% of the total SSRs. Thus coconut genome is found to be the richest
source of microsatellite repeats and the complete detection of SSRs remained incomplete for the unexplored genome
regions of this palm.
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INTRODUCTION
The coconut palm (Cocos nucifera L.; 2n=32), one of the
ten most important plants on the planet Earth, is a perennial
oleaginous plant, cultivated in all the tropical coastal regions
of the world (Duke, 1983). It continues to have an
important role in subsistence agriculture in that it is well
suited to mixed cropping and provides most of life’s
necessities. The cloning of high yielding individuals could
contribute to raise the productivity to the highest level
possible. India has one of the largest collections of diverse
coconut germplasm in the world and these have been
utilized for coconut improvement and have resulted in the
development of 34 improved varieties for cultivation in
different states in the country for higher productivity and
tender nut purpose.

Exploring the genetic knowledge within the genomes
can increase our understanding of species, which could
substantially improve their health and yield. In the case of
crops, with such enhanced productivity, it could be

sustainable solution to fulfilling the world’s need for a wide
variety of products. Different palms have undergone very
diverse patterns of genome size and chromosome evolution,
giving rise to the genomic diversity. Still, several studies
have highlighted the potential for using chromosome data
as proxies for genome size. It is clear that different palms
species follow characteristic modes of genome size and
chromosome data. Decoding of the genome is expected to
be the panacea for all the problems faced by coconut
farming sector. It would help coconut farmers fight various
diseases and achieve maximum yield and high quality. Once
the genome is identified, it will help us cultivate various
breeds of coconut according to our needs. We can produce
shorter varieties of coconut trees or increase quality and
yield.

The high levels of genetic diversity in coconut are the
result of natural evolution and adaptation, as well as human
involvement in the exploitation of the species (Harries, 1978;
Harries et al., 2004). A number of marker types have been
used in the study of coconut (Ashburner et al., 1997;
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Lebrun et al., 1998; Perera et al., 1998, 1999, 2000; Rivera
et al., 1999; Rohde et al., 1995; Teulat et al., 2000).
Detection of molecular markers in coconut has been studied
for nearly a decade using all types of marker systems [ISTR
(Rohde et al., 1995); RAPD (Ashburner et al., 1997;
Rodriguez et al., 1997); AFLP (Perera et al., 1998); RFLP
(Lebrun et al., 1998); SSR (Perera et al., 1999; Rivera et
al., 1999)]. Microsatellites provide an ideal tool for
genotyping studies because of their high information
content, codominant and multiallelic nature, high
discrimination power and relative ease of scoring (Powell
et al., 1996). The codominant nature has upgraded the
value of SSR over AFLP for coconut genome mapping
given the inherent heterozygosity of coconut. There were
a total of 24 SSR markers polymorphic in the selected
mapping population between the 2 main groups of
coconuts, Indian/African origin and Pacific origin, and they
had given reliable and reproducible banding patterns.

The cost effective nature of bioinformatic mining and
analysis of SSRs are widely underwent in many organisms.
The successful characterization of these predicted SSRs
in the wet lab shows the importance of these kinds of
bioinformatic prediction and their later achievements in the
crop improvement in plants. Annotation of repeat containing
sequences is of having high validity in the genetic
assessment of palms. The main objective of the present
work is to locate SSRs in the partial coconut genome and
to perform the functional annotation of SSR containing
sequences.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sources of Sequences

The partial coconut genomic sequences were obtained by
454 sequencing from Xcelris genomics. The generated date
includes a total of 22, 76,863 number of sequences of size
917Mb.

Anvaya Pipeline Implementation

For sequence pre-processing and assembly, Anvaya
workflow (http://bioinfo-portal.cdac.in/anvaya.html) set up
from BRAF (Bioinformatics Resources and Application
Facility) at C-DAC was adapted. To use the tools and
functionalities of Anvaya, the Anvaya server was loosely
coupled together in a coordinated system to execute the
analysis tools in series to our local machine by configuring
the server settings.

For the pre-processing and assembly purposes,
SeqClean version 2.2.14 and Cap3 2.2.14 tools available
under Assembly program was dragged and connected
directly to the preferred input box. The generated output

of pre-processing and assembly was stored separately at
the Anvaya server. After the completion of project run, it is
intimated via email and the generated data was transferred
to the local machine from the server. The generated contigs
were combined with the singlets sequences manually and
was used for microsatellite detection. The perl script of
the MicroSAtellite Identification tool (MISA) (Thiel et al.,
2003) was configured to obtain a sequence file containing
SSR containing sequences only and also the detection of
mono repeats were hindered as its abundant occurrence
may logically reflects sequencing data. This was locally
achieved for the easy processing and analysis of repeat
sequences. The SSR containing sequences were undergone
annotation using the locally developed pipeline. Similarity
searches were performed with the standalone version 2.2.21
of BLAST against the Uniprot protein sequences.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The genome sequences of any palm will lead to understand
biological properties of each species and to enhance gene
discovery and functional analysis of genes. Major
bioinformatic analysis enhances the efficient design of
strategies making the best use of genomic resources,
including resource assimilation. Here the analysis was
started with a total of 22,76,863 filtered reads of 917Mb
generated from 454 sequencing performed by Xcelris
genomics. The pre-processing and assembly by Anvaya
pipeline generated 43,147 contigs and 11,88,515 singletons
together joined created 12,31,662 non-redundant sequences
of size 486Mb.

Microsatellite Detection

12,31,662 non-redundant sequences were undergone
microsatellite detection using the configured MISA program
and detected a total of 27964 (Table 1) perfect
microsatellites. These SSRs were comprised within 24,960
sequences with an average of 57.5 SSRs/Mb (ie., One SSR
in every 17.4Kb). The length of SSR containing sequence
ranges from 100bp to 48,595bp and the SSR containing
sequences are enriched with 62.55% of AT and 37.41% of
GC regions. The assembled contig length varies from 694bp
to 48,595bp whereas singlets range from 100 to 694 bp
only. As the data are generated by 454 sequencing the filtered
singlet reads length founds to be of shorter size only whereas
1310 contigs possess length of more than 1000bp. A total
of 2620 compound repeats can also be detected.

The di-nucleotide repeats were the most abundant
among the repeat motifs and accounted for 69.02% of the
coconut partial genome. Thus the dimer repeats possesses
19300 individual SSRs whereas only 6402 (22.89%) were
trinucleotide repeats. Penta and hexa SSR types contributed
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only ~ 2.6% of the entire repeat region in coconut (Table
1). This study assessed the abundance of microsatellites in
coconut partial genome sequences. Overall, a total of 27,964
SSRs and 24,960 SSR-containing sequences were identified,
with an average of 1 SSR/7.46 Kb when considering all
motifs and 1 SSR/17.4 kb when mononucleotides were
not included. Motif size of 6 for di-nucleotide and 5 for
trinucleotide, tetranucleotide, and pentanucleotides were
considered in locating the microsatellites.

The frequency of SSRs detected in partial coconut
genome was comparable to other genomic microsatellite
reports in other plants. Early in 2009, it was reported that
the SSR frequency ranged from one SSR/1.5 Kb in coffee,
one SSR/20Kb in cotton (Sithichoke et al., 2009) one SSR/
0.68 Kb in castor bean (Sharma et al., 2011), one SSR/7.4
Kb in Soybean genome (Cardle et al., 2000), one SSR/6.7
Kb in mungbean, one SSR/1.8 Kb in cucumber (Cavagnaro
et al., 2010), one SSR/1.97 Kb in grapevine and one SSR/
1.19 Kb in poplar (Cavagnaro et al., 2010). Recently within
the palm family, the SSR frequency in date palm whole
genome was found to be one SSR/2.2 Kb (unpublished).

Among the di-nucleotide repeats, AT/TA/CT/TC repeats
itself contributed 42% of occurrence. The AT/TA repeats
motif alone contributed 22% among the entire di-
nucleotides. It was reported that the most common plant
repeat motif was AA/TT followed by AT/TA and CT/GA,
which is in agreement with the present study (Lagerorantz
et al., 1993). Sonah et al., 2011 reported the abundant
occurrence of (AT)n motif among di-nucleotides as the
peculiar feature of most plant genomes. Manju et al. (2011),
reported the abundant occurrence of di-nucleotide repeats
across palm members. Earlier, in the prediction and
characterization of microsatellites in Eucalyptus (50.9%)
and citrus (49.41%) (Asheesh et al., 2007), di-nucleotide
SSRs are abundant. In an earlier SSR mining study in oil
palm, it was reported the abundant occurrence of di-
nucleotide repeats (45.6%) than the other repeat types,
which out dated the mononucleotide abundance in oil palm
proposed by Riju et al. (2009). The SSR detection across
date palm whole genome sequence could also shows

abundance of di nucleotide repeats over other repeat motifs
(unpublished). This constant data discloses the conservative
and ubiquitous character of SSRs over palms.

Apart from the huge deposition of EST/nucleotide data
in the public domains, the evolution of nuclear/chloroplastic/
mitochondrial genomes data of palms lead to an explosion
in the bioinformatic sequence analysis of many of the palms.
All these data lead to an explosion in palm sequence analysis,
and can serve as reference genome for comparisons and
assembly of other palm sequences. The genome sequences
of the African oil palm and the date palm which has been
reported recently (2013) have major implications for
agriculture and the environment.

Protein Coding Potential Prediction of SSR Containing
Sequences

We have identified the putative functions of the predicted
SSR containing sequences. Thus the functional annotation
was done for 24960 SSR containing sequences. These
sequences were compared against the Uniprot database
using blastx and corresponding gene ontology informations
were retrieved. After the removal of redundant homologs
the annotation revealed the putative functions of 740 SSR
containing sequences. Among 1211 SSR containing contig
sequences, only 10% of the contigs were involved in any
of the functional characteristics. Prediction of functional
annotation categorized as 46.6% of SSR containing
sequences were involved in molecular functions, whereas
36.7% and 16.7% involvement were shown in biological
processes and cellular components (Fig. 2). Major
sequences had similarity with many important housekeeping
proteins such as retrotransposon protein, ribosomal protein,
transcription factor, serine/threonine kinases, zinc-finger
protein, cytochrome 450, F-box family protein etc.

Crop productivity is a vital concern in response to global
climate change and population increase. One potential
solution is to increase plant yield can be achieved by the
molecular understanding of gene function and on the
regulatory networks involved in stress tolerance,
development and growth (Takeda and Matsuoka, 2008).

Table 1: Sequence and microsatellite density informations in partial coconut
genome

Microsatellite Data Types Density

Total number of sequence examined 12,31662
Total size of examined sequences (bp) 485969074
Total number of identified SSRs 27964
Number of SSR containing sequences 24960
Number of sequences containing more than 1 SSR 2488
Number of SSRs present in compound formation 2620

Table 2: The number and percentage of different SSR types in coconut partial
genome

SSR Type No. of SSRs Percentage

Di-nucleotide 19300 69.02
Trinucleotide 6402 22.89
Tetranucleotide 1534 5.48
Pentanucleotide 613 2.19
Hexanucleotide 115 0.41
Total 27,964 100
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Fig. 1: The percentage distribution of SSR types within the partial coconut genome.

Fig. 2: Functional classification of SSR containing sequences.
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Recent progress in plant genomics has allowed us to
discover and isolate important genes and to analyze functions
that regulate yields and tolerance to environmental stress
(Mochida et al., 2010). Also the annotation of genes can
be used to increase breeding efficiencies and provide more
precise data on the heritability of certain plant
characteristics. From this information, one can develop
experimental products for in-field evaluations across varied
environments.
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